We derive an explicit analytic expression for the time development of a generalized class of quantum distribution functions, which include as special cases the Wigner, the normal, and the antinormal distributions. We find that the simplest result is obtained in the case of the %'igner distribution.
'Pw(a, a*) . (12) i.e. , the field-free case corresponds to the classical result.
In additioñ ,Pw(q p)
where the summation over A, is to be extended over all odd positive integers.
In summary, Pw(a, a') may be considered as the Fourier transform of Cw(i), i)*), the latter being defined explicitly in Eq. (9 (10) by Cs(ii, il*), defined as follows: 
It is clear that only terms with even m and n contribute. Thus carrying out the integrations we obtain oo~m ngn +I- = f f g(q q', p -p')Ps (q-',p')dq'dp' . Bp dp"+' k 2"+'k!(p 2k) Bp" "-+' dpi'+ 2" + k)( -2k)! 8 " (85) We now carry out some manipulations on the right-hand side of Eq. (84). First Thus the first term on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (85) and (86) are the same. In the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (86) we change the variable from k to k + 1 to get gia+2f ( ) [P/2] pp kgla 2k--o dp"+ 0 2"+ k1( -2k)! dp"
A(0=0)=B(P=0)=f(p) .
Thus
(87) 
